
Managed Print Services
Managed Print Solutions (MPS) are comprehensive services
designed to streamline and optimise an organisation's print
environment. 

Here's a structured overview
that outlines the benefits, pain
points addressed, and the
solutions offered, specifically 
in the context of Pinnacle's
Managed Print Services:

Managed Print 
Solutions Overview

Pinnacle’s MPS integrates award-
winning Xerox Multifunction
Devices for printing, copying, and
scanning. It focuses on making the
workforce more efficient and
secure while maintaining the print
fleet.

Built- in security 
with Xerox ConnecKey

Automated workflows for
enhanced productivity

Flexibility in operations and
constant optimisation

Scalable and advanced 
cloud solutions

Key features



Print Control: 
Enhances productivity, controls waste, ensures
compliance, and offers transparent cost management .

Scan Workflows: 
Automates processes, integrates with third-party
applications and utilises Optical Character Reading (OCR)
for efficiency .

Productivity Enhancement: 
Digital transformation strategies and new technologies
to streamline workflow processes .

Fleet Management & Security: 
Proactively managing device status, supply management,
and integrated security services .

Optimised Operations: 
Data-driven optimisation of print devices, mobile printing,
and flexible deployment options  .

Advanced Analytics: 
Provides insights into fleet health, compliance, and
usage trends to drive productivity and cost reduction  .

Sustainability Focus: 
Energy-efficient printers, reduced paper use, and
recycling programs to minimise environmental impact    .

Employee Engagement 
& Digital Transformation: 
Utilises Xerox ConnectKey® Technology and various
apps to adapt to evolving business needs  .

Workflow Automation: 
Overcomes document conversion challenges and offers
a variety of automated workflows  .

Business Process Insights: 
Detailed analysis and mapping tools for identifying
process improvement opportunities  .

1. Inefficient Resource Management: 
Traditional print environments often drain IT
resources leading to inefficiencies.

2. Security Risks: 
With the increasing digital footprint, data and
document security is a significant concern for
business.

3 . Workflow Disruptions: 
Manual processes and disjointed scanning workflows
hamper productivity.

4. Environmental Impact 
Excessive energy consumption and paper waste
harm sustainability goals.

5. Cost Management: 
Unchecked print environments can spiral costs and
inefficiencies.

Pain Points Addressed

Solutions Offered


